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Abstract

Procainamide (PA) and its in vivo metabolite, N-acetylprocainamide (NAPA), display some pharmacological differences.
Although it is agreed that PA is a class IA antiarrhythmic, it has been reported that NAPA is a pure class III antiarrhythmic that
affects only the repolarizing phase of the cardiac action potential. This last concept, observed exclusively in dogs, gained wide
acceptance, appearing in classic pharmacology textbooks. However, evidence in species such as mice and rats indicates that
NAPA can affect cardiac Na+ channels, which is unexpected for a pure class III antiarrhythmic drug. To further clarify this issue,
the effects of PA (used as a reference drug) and NAPA on the maximum upstroke velocity (Vmax) and half-decay time (HDT) of
the cardiac action potential were examined in the isolated right papillaris magnus of the guinea pig heart. Both PA and NAPA
affected Vmax at lower concentrations than required to affect HDT, and NAPA had weaker effects on both variables. Thus,
NAPA displayed typical class IA antiarrhythmic behavior. Therefore, the concept that NAPA is a pure class III antiarrhythmic
drug is more species-dependent than previously envisioned. In addition, we demonstrated that the differential pharmacology of
PA and NAPA is explainable, in molecular terms, by steric hindrance of the effects of NAPA and the greater number of potent
aromatic-aromatic and cation p interactions with Na+ or K+ cardiac channels for PA.
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Introduction

Procainamide (PA) is classified as a class IA anti-
arrhythmic drug because it decreases the maximum
upstroke velocity (Vmax) of the cardiac action potential
at lower concentrations, and increases the half-decay time
(HDT) of the cardiac action potential at higher concentra-
tions (1,2).

In vivo, PA is metabolized to the active metabolite
N-acetylprocainamide (NAPA) (3), which is generally
considered a pure class III antiarrhythmic drug in
pharmacology textbooks (1,2). This concept has arisen
because previous electrophysiological studies demon-
strated that NAPA increases the HDTof the cardiac action
potential without affecting Vmax (4–7). However, only a
single animal species, namely dogs, was used in all of
these studies (4–7), and it is well known that the
pharmacology of cardiac antiarrhythmic drugs is highly
species-dependent (8). Indeed, some data regarding
NAPA generated in other species do not agree with the

concept that NAPA is a pure class III antiarrhythmic drug.
Accordingly, we obtained direct evidence that NAPA
blocks Na+ channels in isolated mouse cardiac myocytes
(9). It should be noted that Na+ channel blockade is not
expected for a pure class III antiarrhythmic drug which, by
definition, should only block cardiac potassium channels
and consequently should only affect HDT (1,2).

Furthermore, in our previous study (9) we compared
NAPA with PA (used as a reference drug) and proved that
the former was less potent. This observation was unusual
because NAPA is more lipophilic than PA (4), and it is thus
expected to be more potent than PA. This is because both
PA and NAPA have the chemical structure of local
anesthetics, namely an aromatic moiety at one end of
the molecule connected by an alkyl chain to an ionizable
amino group at the opposite end of the molecule (Figure
1A and B). Generally, the potency of local anesthetics
varies positively with lipophilicity (10–12).
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To the best of our knowledge no study provided an
explanation on a molecular basis regarding the ratio of
potencies favoring PA over NAPA, despite the higher
lipophilicity of the latter. Thus, there is clearly a need to
comprehensively reevaluate the cardiac pharmacology of
NAPA by encompassing two successive and complemen-
tary steps.

First, an electrophysiological/pharmacological study
of the recorded intracellular action potential should be
performed using a larger spectrum of NAPA concentra-
tions than previously reported in the literature (4–7), and
NAPA should be compared with a reference drug (PA in
our case). The use of a reference drug proved to be an
important item in the design of comparative studies
involving antiarrhythmic drugs (13). The cardiac action
potential should be scrutinized with respect to Vmax and
HDT, because Vmax reflects the status of cardiac Na+

channels and HDT reflects the status of cardiac K+

channels. This strategy should permit the comprehensive
evaluation of the effects of either PA or NAPA on cardiac
Na+ and K+ channels.

The second step is collating the obtained comparative
electrophysiological/pharmacological effects of PA and
NAPA on the action potential to the known molecular
mechanisms of Na+ or K+ channel blockade described in
the literature. These mechanisms involve different types
of interaction, i.e., hydrophobic, aromatic-aromatic, and
cation-p interactions, for both Na+ (14–19) and K+ (20–
24) channel blockers. Because these interactions are
modulated by diverse physicochemical parameters that
encode lipophilicity and electronic and steric properties of
molecules, such parameters should therefore be com-
paratively studied for PA and NAPA. Because no study
has examined these variables, we have done so in the
present work.

Material and Methods

Preparation
Dunkin-Harley guinea pigs of both sexes (weight 300–

500 g) were used in the experiments. The animals were
initially subjected to general anesthesia using a mixture of
ketamine (200 mg/kg) and xylazine (60 mg/kg) adminis-
tered intraperitoneally (25). With the animals under
general anesthesia, thoracotomy was performed. These

procedures were performed in accordance with the AVMA
guidelines for the euthanasia of animals (26) and
endorsed by the Committee on Ethics in Animal Experi-
mentation of the Institute of Biomedical Sciences, Uni-
versity of São Paulo (Brazil). Upon thoracotomy, the heart
was quickly removed. The papillaris magnus muscle was
excised from the hearts and pinned to a layer of trans-
parent Sylgards resin covering the bottom of a 20 mL
chamber. Warm water circulating through a jacket surround-
ing the chamber kept the bathing solution at a constant
temperature of 37.0±0.5°C. The preparation was bathed
in Tyrode’s solution with the following composition: NaCl:
135 mM; KCl: 5 mM; MgCl2: 1 mM; CaCl2: 2 mM; NaHCO3:
15 mM; Na2HPO4: 1 mM; glucose: 11 mM. The solution
was continuously gassed with a mixture of O2 (95%) and
CO2 (5%). The pH of Tyrode’s solution ranged from 7.3–7.4.

Drugs
PA was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). NAPA

was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich or Dr. Maria Auxiliadôra
Fontes Prado, from the Federal University of Minas
Gerais, Brazil.

Electrophysiology
A detailed description of the equipment and proce-

dures used in this laboratory in the electrophysiological
approach was previously reported (27). Briefly, action
potentials were evoked by stimulating the preparation
using a small bipolar platinum electrode connected to an
electronic stimulator via a stimulus isolation unit. Mem-
brane resting and action potentials were recorded using
conventional intracellular microelectrode techniques.
Resting membrane potentials were recorded in the DC
mode and action potentials were recorded in the AC
mode. The recorded AC data were amplified 20 times, low
pass filtered (10 kHz) and stored in digital form (50 kHz
sampling rate) using an analog-to-digital converter (Lynx,
Brazil) coupled to a microcomputer. The analog-to-digital
converter was commanded by a software (AqDados 7.5,
Lynx, Brazil) that propitiated the sampling and filing of the
action potentials, on line, and retrieved the stored wave-
forms, off line. The software also permitted the manipula-
tion, using cursors, of the retrieved digitized action
potentials to measure electrophysiological variables of
interest, which were: Vmax, (maximum upstroke velocity
of the action potential) and HDT (the time taken for the
action potential to repolarize to 50% of its peak value).

Vmax was obtained as follows. The stored digitized
action potential recording was retrieved, and its rising
phase was scrutinized, using cursors, to determine the
steepest slope within any two vicinal points. In this region,
the change in voltage between these two points was
maximal throughout the whole rising phase of the action
potential. Vmax was calculated as the quotient between
this maximal value and the corresponding time required by
the waveform to travel between the two points.

Figure 1. Chemical structures of procainamide (A) and N-
acetylprocainamide (B).
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HDTof the action potential was also obtained from the
stored digitized recording using cursors. It was defined as
the time for the waveform to fall to 50% of the maximal
amplitude value.

To perform the electrophysiological experiments,
control recordings were initially obtained in cells bathed
in a drug-free physiological solution. Next, the same
muscle was bathed (at least for 30 min) with a
physiological solution containing either PA or NAPA.
Action potentials were generated following a resting
time of 1–3 min, during which the muscle was permit-
ted to rest, i.e., it was not stimulated. In view of this
protocol, the ‘‘resting’’ conformations of both the Na+

and K+ cardiac channels constituted the targets for the
drugs.

Physicochemical parameters of PA and NAPA
Lipophilicity and electronic and steric physicochemical

parameters (28,29) were used to disclose the molecular
basis modulating the effects of PA and NAPA.

The lipophilicity parameters were as follows: log P (the
logarithm of the octanol/water partition coefficient); log D
(the logarithm of the lipid distribution coefficient: log D =
log P– (1+ 10(pKa-pH)), and p (descriptor of the lipophilicity
of the substituent in the benzene ring). Log P and log D
were calculated using a software (30), whereas p was
obtained from the literature (28,29).

The electronic parameters were pKa and Hammett’s
constant of aromatic p-substituents (sp), both obtained
from the literature (28,31,32). The steric parameters
quantified the size of the substituents. To this end,
the following steric parameters calculated using the
STERIMOL program (28,29,33) were used: a) the L
parameter, which is a measure (Å) of the length of the
substituent; and b) B1, B2, B3, and B4, which are
measures (Å) of the width of the substituents, in order
from the smallest value (B1) to the largest value (B4).
These parameters are all orthogonal to L and distributed
in four perpendicular directions. The values of the steric
parameters employed in this work were obtained from
the literature (28,29,33).

Table 1 displays the physicochemical parameters used
in the present work. These data are presented in the
Material and Methods section, and not in the Results,

because they were either calculated previously (30) or
obtained in the literature (28,29,31–33).

Statistics
In the analysis, different cells were pooled into one of

the different experimental situations encompassed by the
present work, i.e., control and 0.8, 3.5, and 7.0 mM of
either PA or NAPA. This procedure assured independence
among samples and resulted in a large number of
samples, which were statistically managed using a multi-
ple comparison statistical test (34). More specifically,
statistical analyses were performed at the 5% level of
significance using ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test. This
approach permitted the statistical comparison of pairs of
sample averages (34) of interest within the aim of the
present work. MINITABs, provided by the Electronic
Computing Center (CCE) of the University of São Paulo
(Brazil), was used for statistical analysis. The data are
reported as means±SE.

Results

Figure 2 exemplifies typical individual recordings
of action potentials under our experimental conditions.
Of note, both PA and NAPA affected Vmax and HDT
without significantly affecting the resting membrane
potentials.

Figures 3 and 4 present the data concerning the
effects of PA and NAPA, at several concentrations (0.8,
3.5, and 7.0 mM), on the electrophysiological variables
studied, namely Vmax (Figure 3) and HDT (Figure 4).

Regarding the comparative effects of PA and NAPA
on Vmax, Figure 3 illustrates that at the concentrations of
3.5 and 7.0 mM both PA and NAPA decreased Vmax
significantly. It should be further noted that PA and NAPA
differed significantly (Po0.05, ANOVA followed by
Tukey’s test), at both concentrations, in their ability to
decrease Vmax (Figure 3), PA having shown a higher
potency over NAPA on Vmax blockade.

Concerning the comparative effects of PA and NAPA
on HDT, Figure 4 shows that both PA and NAPA increased
HDT significantly at the concentration of 7.0 mM. Further-
more, PA and NAPA differed significantly (Po0.05,
ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test) in their ability to

Table 1. Physicochemical parameters of procainamide(PA) and N-acetylprocainamide (NAPA).

Lipophilicity Electronic Steric

log P log D p pKa sp L B1 B2 B3 B4

PA 1.10 –1.18 –1.23 9.4 –0.66 2.93 1.50 1.50 1.84 1.84

NAPA 1.29 –0.95 –0.97 8.3 0.00 5.15 1.50 1.90 1.94 3.61

log P: logarithm of the octanol/water partition coefficient; log D: logarithm of the lipid distribution coefficient: log P – (1+ 10(pKa-pH));
p: descriptor of the lipophilicity of the substituent in the benzene ring; sp: Hammett’s constant of aromatic p-substituents; L: length (Å) of
the substituents; B1, B2, B3, and B4: widths (Å) of the substituents, from smallest (B1) to largest (B4)
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increase HDT, at a concentration of 7.0 mM, indicating a
higher potency of PA over NAPA with regard to the
prolongation of the action potential.

In summary, PA had stronger effects on HDT and
Vmax than NAPA.

Discussion

This study encompassed two steps. First, the effects
of PA and NAPA on Vmax and HDT of the cardiac action
potential were systematically and comprehensively com-
pared using electrophysiological techniques. Second,

these findings were comparatively scrutinized, in molec-
ular terms, using lipophilicity and electronic and steric
physicochemical parameters (28–33).

Effects of PA and NAPA on Vmax and HDT of the
cardiac action potential

The effects of PA and NAPA on Vmax and HDT of the
cardiac action potential were interpreted assuming that
modifications of Vmax reflect changes of cardiac Na+

channels whereas modifications of HDT reflect the drugs’
blocking effects on cardiac K+ channels, especially
cardiac hERG K+ channels, considering their physiologi-
cal importance and that these channels are the most
sensitive to blockade among the cardiac K+ channel
subtypes (1,2).

While PA decreased Vmax at all three concentrations
tested (Figure 3), it only increased HDTat the intermediate
and highest concentrations (Figure 4). Thus, under the
aforementioned assumptions PA blocked cardiac Na+

channels at a lower concentration and it also blocked
cardiac hERG K+ channels at higher concentrations, as
expected of a class IA antiarrhythmic drug (1,2).

In addition, NAPA had weaker effects on Vmax and
HDT than PA (Figures 3 and 4). It should be emphasized
that NAPA decreased Vmax at a concentration that had no
effects on HDT (Figures 3 and 4, comparing intermediate
concentrations). In other words, Vmax was more sensitive
to NAPA than HDT, under the experimental conditions
used. Thus, based on the aforementioned assumptions
NAPA was demonstrated to interact with Na+ channels
and affect these channels more potently than it affected
hERG K+ channels. Because NAPA affected both Vmax

Figure 2. Digitized recordings of typical action potentials recorded
intracellularly in the right papillary muscle of a guinea pig. In the
control situation, the values of the corresponding electrophysio-
logical variables were as follows: maximum upstroke velocity of
the action potential (Vmax): 134 V/s; half-decay time of the action
potential (HDT): 187 ms; and resting membrane potential (RMP):
–83 mV. In the presence of procainamide (PA, 7 mM) the values
were: Vmax: 42 V/s, HDT: 578 ms, and RMP: –86 mV. In the
presence of N-acetylprocainamide (NAPA, 7 mM) the values
were: Vmax: 48 V/s, HDT: 420 ms, and RMP: –82 mV. Vm:
membrane potential.

Figure 3. Effects of procainamide (PA) and N-acetylprocainamide
(NAPA) on the maximum upstroke velocity (Vmax) of action
potentials in guinea pig papillary muscle. Data are reported as
means±SE of Vmax of action potentials recorded in 5–8 cells
under each condition (*Po0.05, ANOVA followed by Tukey’s
test) for the difference in Vmax induced by PA and NAPA at
similar concentrations of 3.5 or 7.0 mM.

Figure 4. Effects of procainamide (PA) and N-acetylprocainamide
(NAPA) on the half-decay time (HDT) of action potentials in
guinea pig papillary muscle. Data are reported as means±SE of
HDT of action potentials recorded in 5–8 cells for each condition
(*Po0.05, ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test) for difference in HDT
induced by PA and NAPA at a similar concentration of 7.0 mM.
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and HDT, this compound cannot be considered a ‘‘pure’’
class III antiarrhythmic drug under the experimental
conditions used in this study, because this drug class is
expected to affect exclusively HDT of the action potential
(1,2).

Therefore, it should be further stated that although we
clearly detected the effects of NAPA on Vmax (Figure 3),
this was not demonstrated in previous studies (4–7). The
findings of these previous studies were, of course,
absolutely correct. In our view, the discrepant results are
attributable to species characteristics which can affect
cardiac electrophysiology and, consequently, the cardiac
pharmacology (8). Within this line of thought, the four
previously mentioned studies (4–7) that found no effects
of NAPA on Vmax were all performed in dogs. On the
contrary, our study was performed in guinea pigs,
supporting previous findings of different effects of NAPA
on Vmax when species other than dogs and additional
experimental approaches are considered.

Thus, we previously demonstrated that NAPA could
block Na+ currents recorded by patch-clamp techniques
in mouse cardiac myocytes (9). In addition, it has been
reported that NAPA inhibits the binding of radioactive
batrachotoxin to rat cardiac myocytes (35). The binding
sites to batrachotoxin are believed to represent Na+

channels, considering that this toxin is a specific ligand for
these channels (35). Further evidence of a possible action
of NAPA on Na+ cardiac channels was provided by
experiments using the electrically stimulated isolated atria
to evaluate the refractory period of cardiac muscle. Thus,
the available literature indicates that this refractory period,
which is mainly modulated by the inactivation of cardiac
Na+ channels, is increased by NAPA in the rat (36) and
rabbit atria (37). The results of these studies are best
understood by assuming that NAPA is active on cardiac
Na+ channels.

Taken together, the aforementioned findings indicate
that the effect of NAPA on Vmax, observed in this
work (Figure 3), which reflects its effects on Na+

channels, is a general trend that is exceptionally not
observed in dogs, the species previously used in studies
in which no effects of this compound on Vmax were
observed (4–7).

Thus, the results of this electrophysiological study do
not support the previously reported concept that NAPA is
a paradigmatic pure class III antiarrhythmic drug (1,2). In
fact, under the experimental conditions used in this study,
NAPA’s pharmacological profile more strongly resembled
that of a class IA antiarrhythmic drug, because NAPA
affected Vmax at a lower concentration than it affected
HDT (Figures 3 and 4). To the best of our knowledge, this
feature of the pharmacology of NAPA has not been
described previously and it constitutes a pharmacological
feature that is worth studying from a molecular viewpoint,
as approached in the next section.

Molecular basis underlying the differential potency of
PA and NAPA

In the previous section, an electrophysiological/phar-
macological study suggested that NAPA was less potent
than PA regarding their effects on cardiac Na+ and hERG
K+ channels. Thus, the mechanism supporting these
differential effects should be explored.

In pursuit of an answer, we considered the available
data regarding the chemical structure of binding sites for
blockers of either cardiac Na+ (14–19) or hERG K+

channels (20–24). Interestingly, both channels harbor bind-
ing sites featuring aromatic amino acids, tyrosine, and
phenylalanine, which play key roles in the binding of
blockers of those channels. The identity of these amino
acids was determined by site-directed mutation studies.
More specifically, in Na+ channels, the positions of the
tyrosine and phenylalanine are, respectively, 1771 and 1764
(14–19), whereas in hERG K+ channels the amino acids are
located at positions 652 and 656, respectively (20–24).

Considering the chemical structures of binding sites
in cardiac Na+ and hERG K+ channels, as previously
indicated, the possible mechanisms for the interaction of
PA and NAPA with these binding sites were evaluated,
comparatively, in light of the physicochemical parameters
of these drugs. To ensure a comprehensive approach, the
employed physicochemical parameters covered a large
spectrum of properties, i.e., lipophilicity and electronic and
steric parameters (28–33). Their numerical values are
reported in Table 1, in the Material and Methods section.
It is expected that this approach will reveal the molecular
basis of the reason behind PA being more potent than
NAPA.

Considering the lipophilicity parameters (log P, log D,
and p), Table 1 shows that the values corresponding to
NAPA were all greater than those corresponding to PA.
This indicated that NAPA was more lipophilic than PA, as
previously reported (4). Thus, the higher potency of PA over
NAPA, found in this work, was theoretically unexpected,
given the known positive correlation between potency and
lipophilicity, regarding Na+ (14–19) and hERG K+ channel
blockers (20–24). Therefore, the comparative pharmacol-
ogy of PA and NAPA described in this work appears to
violate this correlation. Clarification of this phenomenon,
at the molecular level, is therefore required.

It should be noted that lipophilicity parameters modulate
hydrophobic interactions that appear to explain the
increase in potency with increasing lipophilicity in most
circumstances, involving blockers of Na+ (10–12,14–19)
and hERG K+ channels (20–24). However, hydrophobic
interactions can be hindered by the size of the acting
molecule, because the target sites for hydrophobic inter-
actions are sometimes structured, for example, in the form
of hydrophobic pockets, which set limits on the size of an
interacting molecule. To delve deeper into this issue, the
steric parameters of PA and NAPA were examined.
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As presented in Table 1 (right columns), four of the
five STERIMOL steric parameters were larger for NAPA.
The data indicated that the larger size of NAPA was
concomitantly linked to increased lipophilicity (left col-
umns). Therefore, it is fair to suppose that, in the case of
NAPA, competition between the increase in size and the
increase in lipophilicity existed, in which steric hindrance
offset the increase in lipophilicity. This is one possible
reason why NAPA was less potent than PA despite being
more lipophilic.

After examining lipophilicity and steric physicochem-
ical parameters, electronic parameters were examined
next to determine whether additional binding mechanisms
of PA and NAPA to cardiac Na+ or hERG K+ channels
contributed to the higher potency of PA over NAPA.
Within mechanisms that are modulated by electronic
parameters, the possible participation of aromatic-
aromatic interactions was examined because such
interactions have already been considered to participate
in the binding of other blockers to Na+ (14–19) and
hERG K+ channels (20–24).

Aromatic-aromatic interactions (38) (also denoted p-p
or p-stacking interactions) could indeed explain the
present findings, in view of the possible interactions
between the aromatic ring of either PA or NAPA (Figure
1A and B) and the aromatic ring of tyrosine or phenyl-
alanine residues found in the binding sites of either Na+

(14–19) or hERG K+ channels (20–24). Within this
context, it should be noted that aromatic-aromatic
interactions are influenced by the reactivity of the
involved aromatic rings (39). For PA and NAPA, this
reactivity can be described by examining Hammett’s sp.
This value was negative for PA and null for NAPA (Table
1, middle columns). The negative value of Hammett’s sp

of the amino group in PA indicates that this is an
electron-donating group (39), and it is therefore able to
induce a redistribution of the charge in the substituted
molecule, increasing its electron transferring capacity
(39). This does not apply to NAPA, as Hammett’s sp of
its acetoamide group was null (Table 1, middle columns),
which implies lower reactivity of the aromatic ring in
NAPA, rendering the compound less capable than PA of
undergoing aromatic-aromatic interactions with binding
sites in cardiac Na+ and hERG K+ channels. Therefore,
the weaker aromatic-aromatic interactions, in the case of
NAPA, represent another possible explanation for its
lower pharmacological potency than PA.

Another binding mechanism that must be considered
in this work is the cation p-interaction, because this
mechanism is apparently effective for a number of
blockers of Na+ (14–19) and hERG K+ (20–24) channels.
The mechanism should be considered in this work
because of the amino-termini of PA and NAPA (Figure
1A and B). More specifically, because the amino-terminus
is ionizable, the cationic species of PA and NAPA can

undergo cation-p interactions (40) with the previously
mentioned aromatic amino acids present in the binding
sites of both cardiac Na+ (14–19) and hERG K+ channels
(20–24). Regarding cation-p interactions, a physicochem-
ical parameter, one molecular electronic property, that
must be considered is pKa, as it can influence cation-p
interactions. The pKa was larger for PA than for NAPA
(Table 1, middle columns). Thus, under similar experi-
mental conditions, a larger number of protonated species
were present for PA than for NAPA, allowing PA to have
more cation-p interactions between the protonated
tertiary amine (Figure 1A and B) and the aromatic
tyrosine and phenylalanine residues residing in the
binding sites of cardiac Na+ (14–19) and hERG K+

channels (20–24).
In summary, the electrophysiological analysis revealed

that NAPA behaved as a class IA antiarrhythmic drug,
at a qualitative level, as opposed to a pure class III anti-
arrhythmic drug as shown in other studies, in dogs (4–7).
This discrepancy is probably the result of species-
dependence, a feature known to markedly affect the
physiology/pharmacology of cardiac muscle (8). At a
quantitative level, NAPA was less potent than PA. The
analysis employed to disclose the molecular features
responsible for the lower potency of NAPA compared to
PA, based on the physicochemical parameters of these
drugs, indicated that steric hindrance of NAPA effects was
a possible, but not the only explanation for the lower
potency of NAPA. In fact, aromatic-aromatic and cation-p
interactions, which were more common for PA than for
NAPA, also contributed to this finding and, together with
steric hindrance, counteracted the higher lipophilicity of
NAPA, which was expected to make it more potent
than PA.
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